P R A Y E R

*
Work as if everything depends on work.
Pray as if everything depends on prayer.
-Gurdjief f
Prayer is not a fashionable topic in
contemporary intellectual circles. Meditation,
preferably of an interesting and exotic oriental variety, may be in, but prayer? That is
,*
left for the uneducated who need superstitious
practices to comfort them.
Although people often use the terms prayer
and meditation interchangeably, this causes
confusion. An atheist can meditate, even if he
cannot pray.
Meditation properly refers to
internal psychological practices whose intent
is to change the quality or state of consciousness of your mind. Its efficacy comes exclusively from the meditator.
Prayer, on the
other hand, is effective insofar as there is a
"supernatural" or non-ordinary order of Being
or beings who might respond to it. Some practices, which may be termed either meditation,
prayer, or something else, have both the
qualities of meditation and prayer as we are
using the terms.
The most typical kind of prayer then can be
more Bccurately termed petitionary prayer, a
petition to someone more powerful than y o w
self, someone who has the power to grant a
request if they are so inclined. In our culture, l'someone'r usually means God, Jesus, a
saint, or an angel.
Scientism (science distorted by human needs
so it has the worst characteristics of dogmatic
religions), in its most charitable mood, sees
prayer as nothing more than a subjective effort
of possible psychological or psychiatric
interest. Perhaps prayer occasionally does
something psychologically useful for the person
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who prays. In its more typical mood, Scientism
sees prayer as a degraded example of superstition and nonsense that we would be much better
off without.
I doubt that Scientism's attitude toward
prayer is based on what we would describe as
extensive and high quality scientific research
on the effects of prayer. I know of almost no
scientific research a t all on prayer. A genuinely scientific (as opposed tb sciengstic)
attitude toward prayer would be to admit that
factually we know almost nothing about it. It
doesn't fit in theoretically with the main body
of scientific knowledge, but in genuine science
facts take precedence over theories.
Personal Attitudes Toward Prayer
Attitudes toward prayer probably derive
mostly from personal experience. We may pray
to be granted something that we want very much.
Sometimes we get it, sometimes we don't. It we
think that prayer should be infallible, especially fervent prayer stemming from strong
desires, we are terribly disappointed if we
don't get what we want, and we may then reject
it Failed prayer can be a deep emotional hurt
and color our attitudes the rest of our lives.
Answered prayer can similarly affect us in a
positive way.
Such experiences of apparent
answers or lack of answers to prayer are especially formative in childhood, when emotional
intensity is so high.
Efficacy of Petitionary Prayer
Gurdjieff looked a t the efficacy of
petitionary prayer in terms of the intensity
and consistency of a person's desires, rather
than just as a formal action conventionally
defined as prayer. Although he did not spell
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out the psychic mechanisms of connection, he
believed that our thoughts and feelings have
effects on higher levels of reality. Thus a
consistently held desire for something acted as
an unwitting "prayer," a petition or direction
of intention to higher levels of reality,
whether that desire was expressed as a formal
petitionary prayer or not. The man who thinks
about getting money all the time is in effect
praying for money with unwitting prayer,
whether he thinks of himself as a religious
person or not, whether he gets down on his
knees and formally asks God for money or not.
The man who imagines tragedies befalling h i m is
effectively praying for them.
Our habitual
attitudes affect our life in many ordinary,
psychologically underst andable ways, of course,
but unwitting prayer is another way in which we
create our life, sometimes with tragic (even if
wished for unconsciously) consequences. A s
G d j i e f f frequently expressed it, your being
attracts your life.
Effective petitionary prayer for Gurdjieff,
then, is intense and consistent desire and
thought.
However, most petitionary prayer,
formal or unwitting, has almost no effect.
There are several reasons for this, given
G d j i e f f ' s view of ordinary consciousness.
First, because ordinary man is plagued by
shifting identities with disparate and of ten
conflicting desires, the unwitting prayers of
various identities contradict and largely cancel one another.
Random alternations of "I
desire XI1 and ItI'm not interested in X, give me
Y," and "I hate X," etc., etc., do not give any
consistent message to higher levels of the
universe.
Second, an obstacle to effective prayer is
our inability to be consciously intense. Ordinary emotions, triggered by external events and
reacting predictably and ke2hanically with our
personality patterns may temporarily produce
strong desires, strong formal or unwitting
prayers, but external events change and the
instigating desires disappear. A person in a
life-threatening situation may genuinely and
intensely pray, "Dear God, save my loved one's
life and I will never sin again!" .The loved
one recovers (an event which may or may not
have any relation to this prayer), the stress
disappears, and the promise never to sin again
fades away.
This lack of control over emotions is also
related to the uncontrolled alterations in what
G d j i e f f termed our "false personalities", or
subselves.
Most "false personalities" have
specific emotional cores, so when a situation
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evokes different emotions it can cause a change
from one "false personality" to another.
new on-stage subself isn't interested in The
the
same things the previous one was. The thing
that makes these subselves "false" personalities is that we unwittingly identify with them
at the time they are active and thus mistake
them for our whole personality, our whole self.
Effective petitionary prayer would be possible for a person who was genuinely conscious,
who, a t will and for extended periods, deliberately summoned up his, intellectual and
emotional intensity to consciously pray, and
who prayed "from" his more integrated and constructive subpersonalities or from his essence.
Magic?

0
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Some might object that this emphasis on
controlling the quality of consciousness and
emotion to achieve more effective prayer smacks
of magic or some sort of power play: if I am
deliberately intense, if I create an emotion,
then can I force God (or something at some
higher level) to give me what I want? If
"force" is too strong a word, am I at least
getting better odds by my actions?
In
sense, yes. In another, no.
Consider Gurdjieffls somewhat paradoxical
statement we quoted a t the beginning:
Wo* as if everything depends on work.
Pray as if everything depends on prayer.
G d j i e f f felt strongly that we must work on
understanding and transforming ourselves with
no expectation of any sort of outside help,
I can transform
natural or supernatural. Only myself, only m y efforts count. The strength I
have is the strength that comes from making
efforts.
After all, I cannot grow stronger
muscles by just wishing for them, nor can
someone else magically make my muscles
stronger. I have to push and pull and strain,
pushing myself to and a little beyond my limits
over and over again: then I get stronger
muscles. Why should psychological growth be
any different? From this view it seems obvious
that wishing and praying are fantasies that
divert us from what we actually need to do, so
we are better off to just get on with the work.
Yet Gurdjieff also said to pray as if everything depended on prayer, to beseech help from
a higher level, recognizing that our work efforts will come to nothing unless we are helped
from above.
In his practical teaching, he emphasized
work effort, not prayer, probably because he
found that his students had so many distorted
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and incorrect ideas about ideas like prayer
that there was no point in teaching much about
it until they had done enough psychological
work on themselves to clean out the aspects of
false personality which would otherwise sabotage most efforts a t genuine prayer.

State-Specific Views on Prayer
The paradox between the injunctions to work
as if everything depended on effort and to pray
as if everything depended on prayer can only be
partially resolved in our ordinary state of
consciousness.
I have found that a fuller
resolution requires considerations derived
from altered states of consciousness.
In proposing the idea of sta te-specific
sciences some years ago (Tart, 1972), I noted
that our ordinary state of consciousness is
limited and a r b i i r ~ r yin mahy ways. In our
ordinary state we do not have access to the
full range of human perceptions, logics, emotions, and possibilities of action, but only to
a specialized selection ofi them. This selection is generally highly useful for everyday
problems of survival and fulfillment in our
particular culture (we call a person neurotic
or stupid or crazy if it is not), but quite
inadequate for other human issues that go beyond the everyday.
From the point of view of my ordinary conciousness, it is perfectly obvious that everything depends on my own efforts. Realistically
I also recognize that the effects of my efforts
are modified by the desires of others, the
limits imposed by physical laws, and chance. I
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can pray for a million dollars to materialize
in the middle of the floor so I can finance my
next research project. It's a worthy project,
I'm sure! But nothing happens. I'd be better
off reading books on how to raise funds through
normal channels. If higher levels intervene,
they do so rarely and often in ways that, if
anything, are contradictory to what I (my o d i nary consciousness I) think that I want.
Ordinary consciousness makes it 'bbvious that we
are separate, finite, quite undivine beings who
had better depend on our own efforts.
A s I write this in my ordinary state of
consciousness, though, I can dimly re member
insights and understandings I have had in some
altered states. At times it has been perfectly
obvious to me that we are not separate, isolated beings, that we are a part of a divine
plan, that our prayers come from our deeper
selves which are also a part of that plan, and
that they are answered in the ways that are
best for our evolution.
From the altered
states persepctive I know how limited my ordinary perspective is, and how foolish I am, in
my ordinary state, to identify completely with
my ordinary perspective as if it were all of
the truth.
I stress, unfortunately), that these are
11di 11 memories. If I completely identify with
my ordinary states perspective, I can easily
talk myself out of them: they were strange
ideas in a state of temporary craziness, and
are best ignored. Yet I know that the next
time I consider these ideas while in an altered
state they will not be "dim," they will be as
clear and obviously truthful as the ideas I
have now in my ordinary state, So I have
learned to try to remember that they are part
of my overall understanding and should not be
simply ignored, even if they may not see to be
too applicable to everyday life.
This does not mean, incidentally, that altered states knowledge is always or necessarily
always true, just that it is part of our o v e r
all knowledge base as fully functioning human
beings.
Altered states knowledge, like ordinary knowledge, needs to be constantly tested,
refined, and developed.
The paradox between work being all and
prayer being all, then, is a paradox only from
the limitations of a single state of consciousness. When I use my intelligence in either my
ordinary state or in an altered state to remember that there are other points of view, and
that all these points of view may be fragmentary rather than any one being "truer" than any
other, the paradox disappears.

T H E O P E N M I N D
Conscious Prayer
Gurdjieff (Ouspensky, 1949, pp. 300-3021,
dismissed most prayer
- - as useless fantasy,
- but
also described a process of conscious prayer
that was effective.
Conscious prayer is a
process of recapitulation, in which you consciously remind yourself of your knowledge and
intentions. The effectiveness of such recapitulation is a function of the degree of consciousness we bring to it.
Suppose you decide, "I want to be serious."
Merely praying this over and over mechanically,
while daydreaming about other things you'd
rather be doing, is a wqste of time. To be
effective, when you say "1" you must understand
what you know about "I." For Gurdjieff this
would mean, for example, realizing (a) that you
had many "1's" rather than a single unified
"I," (b) that many of these identity states
(see the article on Identification in issues 4
and 5 of The Open Mind) that we accept as "1"
when they are active have mutually contradictory desires and perspectives, and (c) feeling
your desire to create a single, unified "I."
When you say "want," you have to recall, for
example, (d) how these many "1's" in you have
many wants, (e) how these wants come and go
with your moods, and (f) what you know about
creating a want that c a m e s more weight than
these mechanical wants.
When you say "to be," what does "being"
mean? Is it only mechanical being, in the
sense of simply existing, or is it the being of
a person who can do, a "being" that has will?
HG exactly do you define
"Serious."
"serious." How much of that definition is your
own, and how much your superego's, forced on
you in the innocence of childhood? Since conscious prayer can be very ' effective, you had
better be very clear about exactly what it is
you want!
In many ways Gurdjieff's description of
conscious prayer fits the definition of meditation given a t the beginning of this article
better than the definition of petitionary
prayer.
Indeed, Gurdjieff states that the
focused, conscious a t tention and recapitulation
in consciously praying something like "God have
mercy upon me!" may well have the effects that
God is being asked to provide. This throws us
back to the paradox: work as if everything
depends on effort, pray as if everything depends on prayer. From one point of view, the
effort of conscious prayer automatically, lawfully, produces beneficial results, including
possible connections to higher levels of our
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selves. From another point of view, our efforts
may be pleasing to higher aspects of being and
attract help and blessings. Probably both and
neither views are true, depending on your state
of consciousness and being.

a

Shall We Pray?

A s we discussed, prayer is not fashionable
in today's "modern" growth circles and is,
indeed, ridiculous given the biases of scientism. The cultural rejection of prayer makes
it difficult for many of us to seriously try
it.
My own parapsychological and altered
states studies, as well as personal experience,
have convinced me that prayer is a valuable
avenue for our growth, and I intend to spend
more time in prayer. The "scientific psychologist" part of me winces as I write the above
statement: your colleagues will ridicule you
for saying such a thing! But this is what I
have learned in examining personal and spiritual growth, and that is what I will say. I do
not know exactly what we should pray for, but I
think we would do well to pray for further
understanding of ourselves, and wisdom in what
to pray for.
Suggestions for Further Reading:
Nicoll, M., Note on Prayer and The Teaching
about Prayer in the Work. In M. Nicoll, "Psychological Commentaries on the Teaching of G.
I. Gurdjieff and P. D. Ouspensky." London:
Stuart & Watkins, 1970. Pp. 155-159.
Ouspensky, P. D., "In Search of the Mira.culous." New York: Harcourt, Brace & World,
1949.
Tart, C., States of consciousness and state176, 1203specific sciences. Science, 1972, 1210.
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When we think of the word "energy," we
usually think of the qualities that are
measured and manipulated by physicists.
Electricity, magnetism, heat, and chemical
energy are common examples. Carl Jung pointed
~ u tmany years ago, however, that "energy" is
3asically a psychological experience and
:oncept:
we experience being more or less
"energetic,"- and have days of possessing lots
of or little "energy."
This archetypal
psychological concept of energy turned out to
tlave extremely useful applications when applied
:o understanding and controlling the physical
ivorld.
Indeed, "energy" could be described and
quantified in a much more precise way in
dealing with its physical manifestations than
when dealing with psychological energy. In
lact, physical scientists have been so
uccessful with physical en,ergies that their
secondary) ideas have become: primaly for most
>f us. We tend to believe that real energy is
hat physicists measure, and "psychological"
? n e w is a subjective, probably unscientific
:oncept
Nevertheless the experiential, psychological
:oncepts about energy won't go away. For one
:hing, they are too useful in describing our
qchological lives.
And, whether "official
;cience1I scoffs a t it or not, we do hear
;tones about "subtle energies," "psychic
'orces," "healing energies" such as in the
aying on of hands that can't always be
lismissed.
Beginning with this article we
;hall look a t what we know about "subtle
:nergiesrland their possibilities.

.

The Laying On of, Hands
There have probably been healers in all
cultures who have worked through the laying on
of hands. The healer places his hands on the
afflicted area, and tries to "flow energy" into
+he injury to increase its rate of healing. He
nay also pray or do other things, but the idea
,f some special quality or energy of the
lealer's touch promoting healing is central.
With a little effort anyone could document
housands of cures resulting from the laying on
~f hands. Indeed, the laying on of hands is
low advocated and taught by some medical
brofessionals
(see,
e.g.,
Krieger,
1979).
Ioes that prove there is a special energy
manating from the hands of healers? There are
everal alternative explanations which do not
t
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require postulating any unknown kinds of
energy, so let us look a t those.
First, there may not be any increase in
healing from laying on of hands. After all,
most injuries and illnesses get better by
themselves in the long run. So in many of
these anecdotes, the patient would have gotten
better anyway. And we may not have heard about
the failures.
Further, people seldom have
clear ideas of what the normal time course of
an illness is, so we don't know if there's any
actual speeding up of healing as a result of
the laying on of hands.
I haven't searched the literature to see if
we have any controlled studies that demonstrate
the benefit of this kind of healing.
Such
studies would be straightforward to carry out.
Give some patients the healing treatment and
don't give it to others, then have physicians
who don't know which patients were treated and
which were not make ratings of severity of
illness a t various time periods. We would see
if we had a higher or a more rapid cure rate
quite readily this way.
The Value of Touch
We could also argue that we don't need such
studies because the speeding of healing in
some cases is so dramatic. I also believe that
studies would show that laying on of hands does
have a t least some benefit in most cases and,
like most people, I don't get too excited about
experimenting to prove things I already accept.
Let's assume laying on of hands helps. What
are some other possible explanations?
A second alternative explanation is a
psychological one.
All illnesses and injuries
take place in a psycho-physical system, a
physical body whose functioning is affected by
thoughts and emotions, and where thoughts and
emotions are affected by what goes on in the
physical body. A positive attitude is probably
good for healing in general, and having a
healer lay on his or her hands probably
improves your attitude. Instead of a medical
professional who spends only a few minutes with
you, often treating you in an impersonal way
that may not help your self-esteem, a healer
gives you a lot of attention.
You must be
worthwhile t o d e s e w e this attention, so it's
good for you. Further, much of the attention
is delivered through gentle touch, which
com municates positi~
Ver rega 1.d and caring a lot
more effectively thain mere words 1lsually do.
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An example: a few years ago I went in to my
Kaiser clinic for a regular medical checkup.
Usually this involves being mechanically tested
in one testing station after another,
culminating with a 5-10 minute physical
examination by a physician. The physician had
always been a man in my experience. This time
the examiner was a woman, a nurse practicioner.
I was amazed: the quality of touch I received
from her was so different from all those
previous male physicians.
Her whole style of
touching me in the examination conveyed the
feeling that she was paying attention to me as
a human being, instead of being immersed solely
in efficiently taking technical measurements to
go into a chart.
She even warmed the
stethoscope before listening to my chest, as if
my comfort was of value!
The fact that she was a woman and a nurse
practicioner may have made it more likely,
given our cultural roles, that she was more
caring, but there is no reason why a male
physician, or any health care professional of
either sex, cannot exhibit sensitivity and care
in the way they touch patients.
Sensitive,
caring touch is therapeutic.
The value of touch, per se, then, might
account for the effectiveness of much healing
by laying on of hands. Thirdly, the warmth of
the healers' hands may also be good for
healing, as raising the temperature of a body
part tends to dilate the blood vessels. These
possible alternative explanations do not reduce
the value of such healing at all, but do
complicate the question of whether there are
"subtle energies" also involved in the laying
on of hands.
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train many people to function as healers
instead of a select few. (I suspect most of
could actually do this kind of healing, bu
cultural blinders and prejudices keep us from
even thinking of trying it. But that's another
story: meanwhile, Krieger's book is good
reading.)
Subtle Healing Energies:
The Work of Bernard Grad

P

.

Bernard Grad is a Canadian biologist,
with the Alan Memorial Institute in Montreal,
where he makes his living doing conventional
biological research on cancer.
He has
contributed more than a hundred studies
advancing our understanding of cancer. He
knows his conventional science.
He has also been interested in the concept
of life energies since he began his graduate
training in the 1950s. He met a Hungarian
healer, Estabani, who used the laying on of
hands procedure, and decided to investigate
whether there were, indeed, subtle energies.
Grad was well aware of the importance of
touch per se in all such healing, and the
psychological influence it has on patients, so
he decided to begin by diminishing the effects
of touch and suggestion.
The patients i
his first study were mice, who presumably do
not have much in the way of expectations about
healers!

.
I

Detecting Subtle Healing Energies
I think it is therapeutically, as well as
scientifically important, to know whether there
are subtle energies involved here.
If there
are not, we can probably build a heated,
plastic covered mechanical hand that can mimic
all the effects of a healer's hand: all we
would still have to do is fool the patient so
he thinks a real human being is paying
attention to him to get the full benefit of
laying on of hands without having to invest all
the time a healer would ordinarily spend.
If there is a subtle healing energy that
human emanate but mechanical devices don't, of
course, we can't simulate a real human healer.
Further, we would want to know how to train
people to put out this subtle energy in the
most effective ways, perhaps even learning to

A large number of mice were selected for the
experiment.
Since you can't test healing
unless you have injury or illness, the mice all
had an approximately equal size wound inflicted
on their skins by having a piece of skin
snipped off with a scissors. The size of these
wounds, and thus the rate at which the body
heals them by growing new skin in from th
edges until the lesion is gone, can be precise
ly measured by tracing the outline of the wound
on special paper and then measuring the area of
the wound by tracing the transferred outline
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with a planimeter. The mice were then randomexperimental (healing) or control (no healing) conditions.

()y assigned to

The Mouse in the Bag
For the actual healing treatment, an
assistant would put one of the mice in the
experimental group into a paper bag and close
it up, then bring the bag to Estabani in
another room. Estabani would hold the bag in
his open hands for a few minutes, focusing on
healing the mouse by flowing his subtle energy
to it through the bag. He didn't regard the
bag as a real obstacle.
The reason for using the bag was that
without it any helpful effects of the healer
might be due to the quality of the touch with
which he held the mouse, whether he stroked and
gentled it, etc. This was greatly reduced by
the use of the bag: you can't do much stroking!
But what about the effects of putting the
mouse in the bag? This definitely has an
effect, so to cancel it out, the control mice
were put in bags the same number of times and
for the same periods that the experimental mice
The assistant then had these bagged mice
eld by people who were conveniently available
because of working at many jobs in the
Institute, but who had no reputation as psychic
healers: medical students. It says something
about the impersonal and technological bent of
allopathic medicine that people in general see
no problem in using medical students as
controls for handling effects because we don't
expect them to have subtle energy healing
powers.
To avoid biases for or against the idea of
subtle healing energy, the size of the wounds
were measured, on a fixed ,schedule, by a
technician who was blind as to which mice were
in the experimental group and which were in the
control group.

mere.

The Healer Helps
Grad found that the mice which received the
healing treatment showed significantly faster
wound healing than those who didn't. This was
not just a barely detectible statistical
effect, either, as the rate of healing in the
reated mice was often double that in the

6

ntrols.
In a further experiment with these same
mice, Grad found that the healing treatment had
a generally beneficial effect on the vitality
of the treated mice, in addition to the
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specific effect on their wounds. The mice were
subjected to
near-freezing temperatures
overnight, which is very stressful and often
fatal. Only 14 % of the control mice survived
the night, but 63 % of the treated mice did.
Did the "extra energy" added by Estabani add
itself to the their' own vitality?
Can an
animal or a person be given an extra charge of
vital energy like this?
In a similar study, a sensitive breed of
mice were put on a iodinedeficient diet, which
interacts with the thyroid gland to produce
thyroid cancers.
Half the animals received
healing treatments from Estabani though the
paper bag again, the control mice were held in
their paper bags by medical students, The
measure of healing effect was the weight of the
thyroid after the animal was sacrificed a t the
end of the experiment. If Estabani's healings
were effective, the thyroids of the treated
mice should weigh significantly less.
They
did.
These three studies argue strongly for some
kind of subtle energy flowing from the healer's
hands, an energy that is not stopped by paper.
But, three more conventional hypotheses might
explain the results. (1) Suppose Estabani has
some chemical in his sweat that mice like
and/or suppose the medical students, probably
chronically overworked like most medical
students, have stress-related chemicals in
their sweat that upset mice? Sweat might pass
through paper, and so be responsible for the
results.
This would be quite interesting in
and of itself, of course, as it might be useful
to identify the positive chemicals and
Or, (2)
introduce them into sick rooms!
suppose that Estabani's hands were warmer than
those of the medical student controls, and the
mice liked the extra warmth? Or, (3) suppose
that Estabani handled the bags more gently and
this indeed gentled the mice who were otherwise
stressed by being imprisoned in these paper
bags? Our focus, and Grad's focus, though, was
the question of subtle energies, not chemical
ones, so he had to eliminate this problem.
h our next issue we will see how Grad
eliminated these alternative explanations and
so solidly established the reality of some kind
of subtle healing energy.

.

Suggestions for Further Reading
The Therapeutic Touch: -How to
Krieger, D., Use
Your
Hands
to
Help
or
Heal.
Englewood
----Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1979.
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LECTURES AND WORKSHOPS
by Charles T. Tart
PLEASE NOTE - --- The September workshop
cruise
to Alaksa has been changed to a
Caribbean cruise: The Alaska ship ran aground!
Sept. 12-22, 1984: 10 day cruise to the
Caribbean, with informal workshops on altered
states, parapsychology, and spiritual growth.
Sponsored by the Southern California Society
for Psychical Research, Los Angeles. Costs
from $1300 up, depending on acccom modations.
Information from Admiral's Travel, 7 East
Mission St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101, 800-4287825, extension 58.
Oct. 3, 1984: Comments on "States of Consciousness" by CTT, following an address on that
topic by His Holiness the Dalai Lama. This is
part of a 5-day Inner Science Conference in
Amherst, centered around a lecture series by
His Holiness.
Information from Prof. R.
Thurman, Dept. of Religion, Amherst College,
Amherst, M A 01002.
Oct. 5, 1984: Two-day conference on near
death experiences. University of Connecticut,
Storrs. Information from IANDS, Box U-20, Univ.
of Connecticutt, Storrs, CT 06268.
Oct. 12-14, 1984: Weekend seminar, "Psychic
Sense and Psychic Nonsense." Esalen Institute,
Big Sur, CA 93920, $230 tuition and room and
board.

Charles T. Tart
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